[Use of parallel factor and two dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy correlation technique for measurement of reaction between MDA and cooked ground meat].
The fluorescence characteristics of oxidation reaction between MDA and cooked ground meat were analyzed by front face three dimensional synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy, parallel factor and two dimensional correlation technique. The results showed that the reaction system has two synchronous fluorescence peaks, one is Ex 292 nm and deltalambda 50 nm, assigned to the fluorescence characteristics of tryptophan residues in proteins; the other is Ex 400 nm, delta 70 nm, corresponding with the fluorescence characteristics of MDA-protein adducts formed during oxidation; The synchronous fluorescence landscape was analyzed using PARAFAC. The loading profiles of 1st and 2nd components had an optimal lambda 50 and 70 nm, respectively. During oxidation reaction, the synchronous fluorescence intensity of tryptophan gradually decreased, while the synchronous fluorescence intensity of MDA-protein adducts gradually increased. Two dimensional correlation synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy technique showed that the variation ratio of fluorescence intensity of tryptophan preceded that of MDA-protein adducts.